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a b s t r a c t

An effective scheduling algorithm for distributed computing systems is essential for assigning client’s
tasks to run on a set of processors at a minimummakespan. Existing algorithms permit the client tasks to
be sent and received simultaneously to the processors without any possibility of collisions. This implies
an unrealistic situation that there is an unlimited number of I/O ports which in fact is physically limited
by the underlying architecture and technology. This paper takes this crucial constraint of I/O ports that no
existing algorithm has addressed as a part of client task scheduling. Task to be scheduled are represented
by a directed acyclic graphwith arbitrary dependency structures and arranged by their critical paths. Two
theoretical scheduling patterns undermultiple I/O ports to achieve the optimalmakespanwithminimum
latent delay are discovered and proved, namely, triangular and parallelogram patterns. They are used as
the principal basis for the proposed scheduling algorithm. The focus is on collision avoidance of these tasks
to be sent or received through themultiple I/O ports. Plots of task graph on performance comparisonwith
other algorithms from the experiment show that the proposed algorithmoutperforms other algorithms in
terms of shorter makespan, less delay, and less number of ports used. In the real application data set, the
makespan performance obtained by the proposed algorithm is better than other algorithms by 62.05%.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In a typical heterogeneous computing system, the client tasks
represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) are submitted to be
processed on multiple servers offering different processing capa-
bilities. Satisfying the user requirements (e.g. minimum execution
time) needs some effective scheduling methods. The problem of
task scheduling expressed by a DAG on heterogeneous resources
based on current technologies has been encouraged to study in
many recent task scheduling researches. Given a set of programs
(hereafter will be alternately referred to as task) at the client
side represented by a task graph, the objective of a scheduling
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algorithm is to minimize the total execution time of each task by
ordering and assigning the nodes (representing the tasks) of the
graph to the servers so as to balance the computational workload
on each server.

Most of the existing task scheduling methods that focus on
the communication among clients and the corresponding servers
are assumed to be a fully connected network where scheduling
communication can take place simultaneously. These scheduling
methods assume that once the tasks are scheduled, those data
independent tasks can be simultaneously sent and received from
the servers for execution [1,2], [3,4].

The assumption of the above scheduling methods is idealis-
tic and insufficient for accurately scheduling the tasks [5–9]. No
physical or hardware architectures from the chip layout level up
to the register-transfer level have been involved or considered as
the limitations or constraints in any current scheduling methods.
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Fig. 1. Proposed task scheduling problem.

These scheduling methods assumed the most ideal situation that
a number of scheduled tasks could be instantly and parallelly dis-
patched to the severs. But in fact this action cannot be realized due
to the limitation of physical number of I/O ports. Note that this lim-
itation concerns both computationally intensive or I/O intensive
workloads whenever the workloads require any communication
with other clients or servers, regardless of the computing architec-
tures. The communication between client and server in such sys-
tem comes with limited number of I/O ports at either chip layout
to register-transfer levels such as hardware chip sets [10,11]. This
I/O port limitation issue induces communication conflicts and pre-
vents sending and receiving tasks to be overlapped. One straight-
forward yet optimal conflict resolution approach is to add latency
delay between tasks that permits arrangement of the scheduled
tasks to reach the optimalmakespan, thereby resolving the I/O port
conflicts.

Hence, the scheduling problem becomes more complex under
I/O port limitation and the task graph at client side that consists
of arbitrary precedence constraints, arbitrary task execution order,
and communication time. This is independent of the server side
scheduling as it has outgrown into server farm and cloud that seem
to be resource abundant. In the meantime, administering such I/O
port client scheduling conflicts requires some efficient algorithms
to handle since the configuration and parameters of the network
could change over time such as wireless, ad hoc, cloud, or Hadoop
networks [12–15], [16]. In this research, we focus our attention on
the client side when there exists a larger number of tasks than the
number of I/O ports. The reason is because client side scheduling
is manageable and configurable to suit the user’s needs despite its
limited resources. Previous task scheduling based on the client side
constraint with one I/O port [17] is no longer sufficient to support
the evolution of the computing architecture where the number
of I/O ports increases. Sending and receiving independent tasks
must be effectively handled to accommodate the limited ports.
The basic premise of scheduling methods under this constraint
concerns the computational workload of the client to scheduling
all tasks through the I/O ports without the overlapping conflict yet
still preserving the dependency precedence.

Motivated by the above problems, we address a practical and
realistic problemof task scheduling at client side under the I/O port
constraint. The arbitrary task graphs consisting of independent and
dependent tasks in many dependency structures are considered
as inputs of scheduling through the limited number of I/O ports
regardless of the topology of communication network. Sending
and receiving an arbitrary task graph based on the available I/O
ports are studied in both theoretical and practical aspects. Our
communication model stipulates that a client sends and receives
data to and from multiple servers simultaneously as long as there
exists enough number of available I/O ports. Fig. 1 shows the
proposed task scheduling problem.

By observing the result of any existing task scheduling through
the I/O port, two particular patterns leading to achieve the min-
imum makespan were discovered, namely, triangular and par-
allelogram patterns. Thus, contribution of our research are the
followings:

• Formulation of theoretical time bounds that cover all possi-
ble schedule scenarios,

• A heuristic task scheduling algorithm entitled Multi-ports
Constrained and Shape Based Scheduling (MCS) based on the
two patterns that achieve the minimum schedule time.

• Arbitrary task graph that can be input to task scheduling
algorithms.

In view of current technology such as big data and cloud com-
puting, the following similar aspects pertaining to task scheduling
in such technology are also considered.

• The client task is represented by a DAG of our scheduling
problem. Each sub-taskmay involve big data. The amount of
transmitted or received data is included in the cost function
as variables.

• The set of servers are connected by an abstract communica-
tion network. The only assumptions imposed in this study
are: (1) the clients must know the location of each server;
(2) the clients must have the routing information between
themselves and other servers; (3) the clients must know
the computational capacity of each server. The term client(s)
when performing transmitting or receiving operations may
refer to the input/output processes of an operating system
having the address information of all servers and gateways.
Users on the client site donot need to know this information.
This assumption can be adapted to any existing service
architectures such as cloud computing.

A real case study in which a cloudwas designed for bio-medical
scientists requiring back up their big data is described in [18].
A job or task was a set of computer commands to process large
amount of data from the source to the destination. The actual
execution time and the back-up process were evaluated. But this
case failed to take into account the limited number of I/O ports.
On the contrary, schedule time of our work also includes the
points of time when client starts sending the tasks to a set of
servers and finishes receiving the results back from the servers.
Therefore, the concept of our scheduling problem can be applied in
any computing architectures such as conventional heterogeneous
computing, high-performance computing, grid, big data, and cloud
computing.

Note that the proposed scheduling problem assumes that se-
curity has already been in place for data communication between
the clients and servers. Implementation of security on I/O port
scheduling can be done in multi-layer security framework as pre-
sented by Chang et al. [19]. Our scope of work will confine to
theoretical foundation, algorithm development, and experimental
validation of the proposed approach in the sections that follow.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related
task scheduling researches, explores some comparative algorithms
and describes the differences between the existing and proposed
problems and methods. Section 3 establishes the scheduling prob-
lems and related definitions. Section 4 presents theorems on all
occurrences of time bound and their proofs. Section 5 describes
the proposed algorithm. Section 6 exhibits the comparison of
experimental results with comparative algorithms. Performance
evaluations are discussed in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the
study with some final thoughts and future work.

2. Related works

Many classical task scheduling researches propose various
methods to satisfy the user precedence requirements, i.e., min-
imum schedule length, maximum resource utilization, and load
balancing. These algorithms mainly order the tasks and map them
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onto the best processor under heterogeneous computing envi-
ronments without any constraints on the limited number of I/O
ports. Pinel et al. [20] extended the previous heuristic Min–Min
algorithm and provided a reduced runtime genetic algorithm for
the scheduling problem of independent tasks. Another heuristic
algorithm for scheduling the independent task called Min–Max
was proposed by Izakian et al. [21] to minimize the makespan in
heterogeneous distributed computing systems.

The heterogeneous computing platforms can be found in every
domain of computing such as cloud computing.When a set of tasks
in a cloud is assigned to a dynamic resource pool composed of a
large volume of computing nodes, a lot of computing resources are
required to satisfy different user requirements. Since each node is
allocated its own local resource and connected to others, schedul-
ing problem involves mapping and assigning the data-flow graphs
to a set of cloud resources. Zhao et al. [22] proposed an algorithm
to schedule independent tasks based on genetic algorithm in cloud
computing systems which involved heterogeneous computations
and communications.

In a more complex task scheduling set up, the work on dy-
namic scheduling algorithms were presented in [23–26], while
static scheduling algorithms were addressed in Hwang et al. [27].
Static task scheduling is classified into two main groups, namely,
Heuristics and Genetic algorithms. Heuristics scheduling can be
divided into list scheduling, cluster scheduling, and duplication-
based scheduling. The dominant list scheduling algorithms were
proposed in [28,29], [30–34], [35–43], [44]. Clustering heuristics
algorithms [45,46], [47–49] grouped a set of tasks having related
communication into a cluster. Within the cluster, these tasks were
ordered to be executed by the processors. A cluster having many
communicating tasks was assigned to the same processor to re-
duce inter-communication cost. By the same token, task duplica-
tion scheduling algorithms [50–53], duplicatedly assign dependent
tasks to more than one processor in order to reduce the interpro-
cess communication cost.

Genetic algorithm (GA) is one of the most widely used in task
scheduling problem [49], [54–56]. It deploys the concepts of natu-
ral genetic and evolution to receive near optimal schedule solution.
The heuristic task scheduling algorithms can be combined with
GA as a hybrid scheduling algorithm. MPQGA [57] implemented
GA approach to assign tasks with multiple priorities queueing. The
PEGA [58] algorithm used HEFT ranking to sequence the tasks.
H2GS [56] algorithm used a list-based algorithm to generate a
task schedule and implemented GA to improve the schedule. In
summary, GA can produce good schedule but high running time
compared with the heuristic algorithms.

Among various task scheduling categories as mentioned above,
the heuristic-list schedulingmethods provide an efficient schedule
resultwith lower time complexity. Hence, this scheduling category
is preferable for the task scheduling problem. Since the server-side
scheduling process is out of our research scope, the clustering and
duplication task scheduling categories are not considered.

Since none of the previous scheduling methods actually con-
cerns with the limited number of I/O port issue, the following
scheduling algorithms are selected to compare with the proposed
algorithm based on two factors, namely, minimum makespan
and transmission latency. The selected algorithms have different
priority assignment methods and performance. They are briefly
described from task prioritization standpoint which serves as the
basis for comparative evaluation as follows.

• High Performance Task Scheduling (HPS) [42]: This algo-
rithm traverses a given DAG in top-down fashion and sorts
the tasks by their link cost at each level. The highest link
cost receives the highest priority. The link cost of the current
node is the sum of maximum link cost and communication

cost of all its immediate child tasks, and the maximum
communication cost among all the immediate parents of the
task.

• Performance Effective Task Scheduling (PETS) [43]: This
algorithm sorts the tasks at each level by top-down traversal
in the same fashion as HPS technique but uses different
rank calculations. In its prioritization phase, the priority of
a task is computed by the sum of its average computation
cost, communication cost of all its immediate child tasks,
and the highest rank of all its immediate parents. At each
level, the task with the highest rank has the highest priority.
A tie is broken by selecting the task having lower average
computation cost.

• Heterogeneous Critical Parent Trees (HCPT) [35]: This al-
gorithm uses stack operations to construct a task list rather
than assigning priority to the tasks in DAG. The critical
nodes (CN) which reside in the critical path are selected and
pushed on the stack in descending order of their average lat-
est start time. Then the task on top of the stack is examined
if it has an unlisted parent. If it has no unlisted parents, the
top one is popped to the list. Otherwise, the parent is pushed
on the stack. At the end, all tasks are ordered in the task list
according to the sequence of popping the stack.

• Predict Earliest Finish Time (PEFT) [41]: This algorithm
assigns priority to the tasks based on the Optimistic Cost
Table (OCT) used to forecast the impact of an assignment
for all child tasks. Each element in the table indicates the
maximum length of the shortest paths of the current task’s
children to the exit node. This is tominimize communication
and execution time. The OCT value is calculated by travers-
ing the DAG from the exit node to the entry node.

• NewNode Priority [40]: The ranking value used in this algo-
rithm is mainly based on the top level (tl) and bottom level
(bl) proposed by HEFT algorithm. There are five methods
based on the top/bottom levels for assigning task’s priority.
The first two methods have been widely used in a task
prioritization phase of general DAG scheduling problems.
The remaining three tl and bl based methods assign the
priority value to input and output edges of a node. After
all nodes are assigned their tl and bl values, the nodes are
sorted in decreasing order of their bl value. A tie is broken by
higher tl value. As a result, there would be five different lists
corresponding to their methods. Depending on these five
different priority schemes, the sequence of nodes in each
list causes different schedule results. The nodes in the five
lists are separately scheduled, thus producing five different
schedules. Finally, the best schedule is chosen.

The time complexity of ranking these algorithms depends on
the number of tasks and their predecessors and successors. Most
of the time spent is in the priority assignment phase which is
approximately equal to O(e + n), where n denotes the number of
tasks and e is the number of dependency edges of a given DAG.
In the scheduling phase, all of them have the time complexity
of O((e + n)2). Therefore, the time complexity of all compared
algorithms is equal to O(n2).

Table 1 summarizes the considered issues between the pro-
posed method and compared methods. To obtain a fair compar-
ison, the fact that these methods did not consider the number
of I/O port constraint calls for some modifications of the original
algorithm to accommodate the same constraint of the proposed
scheduling problem. Section 6 explains how the modifications are
implemented.

In comparison with another well-known technology for big
data processing, GraphX [59] is theApache Spark frameworkwhich
performs distributed graph processing. It contains GraphLab [60]
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Table 1
Comparison of considered issues between selected methods and the proposed
method at the client site.

Considered issues Others Ours
Input:

DAG Yes Yes
Independent task No Yes
Dependent task Yes Yes

Client/processor concern:
Client Yes Yes
Server Yes No

Limited number of I/O ports No Yes
I/O port conflict due to send/receive No Yes
Objectives:

min makespan Yes Yes
max resource utilization Yes No
min added latency time No Yes
min ports used No Yes

Collision avoidance at I/O port No Yes

framework that offers machine learning algorithms to implement
scalable data-dependencies scheduling computations. In GraphX,
raw data are modeled as DAG and analyzed by usingmathematical
graph theory. The data graph is sliced into sub-graphs suitable to
be loaded on a set of processors. The scheduling problem based on
GraphX and GraphLab are not designed to accommodate sending
and receiving any data graphs through the physical I/O ports. Sec-
tion 6.2 describes how GraphX and GraphLab can be implemented
based on this I/O port constraint. Another framework, i.e., Mi-
crosoft Dryad [61] provides the representative data graphs which
can be modified to handle the computations on different scales of
the available computing resources. However, the modification of
task graph structure is not our concern.

Since this paper attempts to achieve the optimal result of
makespan and delay under the minimum port use with the help of
many relevant techniques, the following prior works have demon-
strated how these techniques are deployed to obtain the optimal
results.

Valipour [62] used neural networks method to optimize pre-
cipitation analysis by determining the best number of neurons
in the hidden layer for increasing the accuracy of forecasting.
Valipour et al. [63] studied various potential aspects of waste
water for irrigation to obtain the optimum decision result. They
explored wastewater irrigation of crops, soil, groundwater, health,
irrigation equipment, modern technologies, other related envi-
ronments and management aspects. Such improvement of water
lifting devices [64] based on durability, adaptability, and sustain-
ability rendered cost-effective approaches and practices of water
lifting technologies. The study [65] used various temperature-
based models with linear regression to estimate the evapotran-
spiration in various provinces of Iran. The highest precision of
estimates depended on using the best temperature-based models
for the most appropriate weather conditions. Valipour et al. [66]
compared many previous types of research applications of surface
irrigation simulation models and modified some parameters such
as the amount of full hydrodynamic, velocity, accuracy of zero
inertia, and kinematic wave models. These models subsequently
became the most capable tools for simulation of surface irrigation
process.

3. Problem formulation

The proposed problem is formulated as follows. Given a set of
tasks at the client site with limited I/O port constraint, schedule
these tasks so that the total length of makespan is the shortest
and the amount of added latency time to each task is minimum.
The assumptions, constraints, and definitions pertaining to this
problem are described below. Since this study is a continuation of
the study by Chongdarakul et al. [17], some terminologies used in
the previous study are also adopted.

3.1. Multi-port scheduling assumptions

The following feasible and realizable assumptions are made in
our study. The assumptions are focused on the client site.

1. The duration of executing time, sending time, receiving time
of each task is known in advance. They are pre-estimated
and provided to the proposed scheduler prior to the task
scheduling process. Some of such time estimating programs
can be found in the reports of Brandolese et al. [67], and Ali
et al. [68].

2. The duration of each process operating on a task, i.e., send-
ing, receiving, executing, is defined in unit time.

3. The clients and servers are connected to a communication
network whose topology is arbitrary and unknown. This is
of no concern by this study.

4. There exists a set of available servers to execute each sched-
uled task.

5. The client’s task is immediately executed by the assigned
server once it is sent out of the I/O port.

6. There is at least onewaiting unit time step to start sending a
task or receiving the result of an executed task to avoid the
collision.

7. As soon as there exists an available port, it will be used to
either send a task or receive the result of an executed task.

3.2. Definitions

Additional specific terminologies used in this study are de-
scribed below.

Definition 1 ([17]). A task graph G = (W , E) is a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) representing the dependency of a given set of tasks.
LetW = {w1, . . . , wn}be a set of tasks and E be a set of dependency
edges between two taskswi andwj, denoted bywi → wj ifwi must
be processed before wj.

Each task wi consists of a set of input data Iwi , a set of output
data Owi , and the duration of processing time dwi . The input set,
output set, and duration of process time of task wi form a set of
time components as shown in Fig. 2. Task wi starts at time swi and
ends at time ewi . Task wi spends L(send)wi

time units setting up the I/O
port and sending all data to the assigned server during the sending
operation. Similarly, task wi spends L(recv)wi

time units setting up the
I/Oport and receiving the data during receiving operation. The start
time swi and the end time ewi are determined by the scheduling
algorithm.

Definition 2 ([17]). Two taskswi andwj are dependent, denoted by
wi → wj, if Owi ∩ Iwj ̸= ∅.

Task wj must be started after the end of task wi and receiving
the result of wi. In this paper, without loss of generality and for
simplicity, we assume that the latency lwi,wj betweenwi andwj can
be set according to the hardware specification of I/O port.

Definition 3 ([17]). Two tasks wi and wj are independent, denoted
by wi¬wj, if Owi ∩ Iwj = ∅.

Definition 4. A physical I/O port is a hardware circuit functioning
as an I/O port at the client site.

Definition 5. An available I/O port is a physical I/O port which is
idle.
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Fig. 2. Time components of a task. L(send)wi
is the total time to send Iwi to a server.

L(recv)wi
is the total time to receive Owi from the server. swi and ewi are start time and

end time of wi .

Table 2
Notations used in this paper.

Notation Definitions
wi A task i
swi Starting time of wi
ewi Ending time of wi
L(send)wi

Waiting time for sending wi

L(recv)wi
Waiting time for ending wi

Iwi A set of input data to be processed by a server
Owi A set of output data obtained after the service execution
dwi Duration of processing time
lwi,wj Latency time between ewi and swj . In this study, lwi,wj = 1.
τwi Time interval or ewi − swi
delay Delay being inserted for sending and receiving a task
mi Number of independent tasks at level i
P (phys) Number of physical I/O ports
P (avail) Number of available I/O ports

This physical I/O port refers to the chip level I/O port. The
number of physical I/O ports is fixed and used as the upper bound
of the number of available I/O ports. Let P (phys) and P (avail) be the
number of physical I/O ports and the number of available I/O ports
at current time, respectively. At any time, it is obvious that the
number of independent tasks to be sent to the servers must not
exceed P (avail). For example, suppose wi and wj are two indepen-
dent tasks having the same processing duration, and P (avail)

= 2.
Then we have swj = swi . But if the number of independent tasks
to be sent out is greater than P (avail), some tasks must be delayed
until there exists an available port. Fig. 3 shows an example of
scheduling with multiple port constraint. Three independent tasks
w1, w2, and w3 having different waiting time L(send)wi

are sent out at
the same time as shown in Fig. 3(a). Assume that there is another
independent task w4 to be sent out. Since P (avail)

= 3 which
are occupied by those three tasks, task w4 must be postponed by
adding some latency time to avoid I/O port collision. As soon as
sending of one of those three tasks is finished, task w4 can be sent
out through that newly available port. From (b), port 1 becomes
available. Therefore, task w4 is sent out through port 1.

Similarly on the receiving end, all three ports are busy receiving
the results of w1, w2, and w3. Some latency time is added to
postpone the incoming result ofw4. Fig. 3(b) shows the scheduling
of these four incoming taskswith added latency time. In this paper,
we set the latency time to 1 unit time. Thus, sw4 = sw1 + L(send)w1

+1.
However, in a real situation, the latency time lwi,wj between two
simultaneously sent or received wi and wj can be any number
of time units. Note that all the notations used in this study are
summarized in Table 2.

4. Observations and theoretical consideration

By observing the scheduling task graph through the I/O ports
from the comparative algorithms, we discovered that there ex-
isted some patterns leading to the optimal schedule length. In

(a) Sending and receiving three independent tasks according to
P (avail)

= 3 and dw1 ̸= dw2 ̸= dw3 .

(b) P (avail) is less than number of independent tasks.

Fig. 3. Two examples of P (avail) versus number of independent tasks. (a) P (avail)
= 3

and number of independent tasks is 3. (b) P (avail)
= 3 and number of independent

tasks is 4. Some latency time must be added to avoid I/O port collision.

this section, the theoretical formulation and their proofs of these
scheduling patterns are discussed.

From Table 2, the notation τwi is defined as the time interval
ewi − swi of task wi. Each task wi can be viewed as a vertical time
line of length τwi . In this study, the problem of scheduling a set of
related tasks captured in the form of DAG under multiple I/O port
constraint can be transformed into the problem of shuffling and
arranging all corresponding vertical time lines so that:

1. The data dependency of tasks is preserved.
2. No I/O port conflict during the operations of sending tasks

and receiving results.

There are two possible relevant scenarios to shuffle and arrange
a set of time intervals. The first scenario is all vertical time intervals
are data independent and the second scenario is some vertical time
intervals are data dependent. Each scenario is described below.

4.1. First scenario

Let mi be the number of independent tasks at level i of the
directed acyclic tree. It is obvious that P (phys) should be equal
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(a) Pattern 1 arrangement of the first scenario.

(b) Pattern 2 arrangement of the first scenario.

Fig. 4. Two possible arrangement patterns in the first scenario. P (phys)
= 3.

to maxi(mi) in order to avoid any I/O port conflict at any time.
All vertical time intervals in this scenario are data independent.
Each time interval in this first scenario is called single time inter-
val. Suppose these time intervals are grouped according to their
lengths. The length of each vertical time line in each group must
be relatively equal but is otherwise not equal to that of different
groups. Then, it is possible to arrange all groups to achieve the
minimum makespan for the task graph. Fig. 4 shows two possible
arrangement patterns. There are three physical ports. In the first
arrangement, as shown in Fig. 4(a), any shorter time intervals are
covered by longer time intervals. For this example, there are 9
independent tasks being partitioned into three groups of equal
number of tasks. This arrangement forms a triangular envelop. In
the second arrangement as shown in Fig. 4(b), the lengths of all
time intervals are equal and form a parallelogram envelop.

4.2. Second scenario

A given tasks graph may contain some dependent tasks and
some independent tasks. For the dependent tasks, their time in-
tervals can be concatenated into one vertical time interval called
composite time interval. Therefore, it is possible to decompose the
task graph into a set of data independent time intervals where
some time intervals are composite time. The same arrangement
patterns discussed in the first scenario can be adopted for the
second scenario. Fig. 5 shows two arrangement patterns with

(a) Pattern 1 arrangement of the second scenario.

(b) Pattern 2 arrangement of the second scenario.

Fig. 5. Two possible arrangement patterns in the second scenario. P (phys)
= 3.

triangular envelop and parallelogram envelop, respectively. There
are three physical I/O ports. Pattern 1 in Fig. 5(a) consists of 16
tasks where 12 dependent ones are arranged in 5 composite time
intervals, and the remaining 4 independent tasks are arranged in 4
single time intervals. Similarly, Pattern 2 in Fig. 5(b) consists of 15
tasks where 11 dependent ones are arranged in 5 composite time
intervals, and the remaining 4 independent tasks are arranged in 4
single time intervals.

4.3. Theoretical results

The arrangement patterns of time intervals lead to the following
theoretical conclusions.

Theorem 1. Regardless of single or composite time interval, there
are only two arrangement patterns of time intervals, namely, triangu-
lar pattern and parallelogram pattern.

Proof. The arrangement patterns are based on the difference
between time intervals. For the triangular arrangement pattern,
we have these conditions: (1) |τwi − τwj | ≥ 2 for τwi and τwj
from different groups; (2) |τwi − τwj | ≤ 1 for τwi and τwj from
the same group. But for the parallelogram arrangement, we have
|τwi − τwj | ≤ 1 for any i and j. It is obvious that there are only
two possibilities governing the conditions of arrangement. The
first condition is that if the condition of triangular arrangement
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is false, then the condition of parallelogram arrangement must be
true. The second condition is just the opposite of the first one.
Furthermore, if all tasks are single time intervals, then the first
scenario previously mentioned is realized. But if some of them
are composite time intervals, these conditions lead to the second
scenario. □

Theorem 1 establishes the foundation for estimating the mini-
mum makespan and the development of the proposed scheduling
algorithm. Since this study concerns the constraint of P (phys), each
individual τwi will not be used to derive the lower bound. The
derivation will be focused on the length of time interval group
as stated in Theorem 1. Let G = {g1, g2, . . . , gK } be a set of time
interval lengths of each group. Each gi may contain some time
intervalswhichmay be either single time intervals, composite time
intervals, or combinations of both.

Lemma 1. In the triangular arrangement, the lower bound of
makespan is equal tomaxi (gi).

Proof. The triangular arrangement is based on the concept of piling
the shorter time interval on the longer time interval. Since the
longest time interval inG ismaxi (gi), the lower bound ofmakespan
is equal to maxi (gi). □

Lemma 2. In the parallelogram arrangement, the lower bound of
makespan is equal tomaxi (gi) + K − 1.

Proof. From Theorem 1, it implies that |gi − gj| ≤ 1 and only one
group can be processed at the I/O ports. The longest time interval
in this arrangement is equal to maxi (gi). To avoid I/O port conflict,
one latency time unit is added to all waiting groups. Since there
are K − 1 waiting groups, therefore, the lower bound is equal to
maxi (gi) + K − 1. □

Due to the constraints on the limitation of number of I/O ports,
the fact discussed in Theorem 1 can induce several triangular and
parallelogram patterns. However, the asymptotic lower bound can
be derived as stated in Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. Let ti be the length of time interval of triangular ar-
rangement i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n1, and pj be the length of time interval of
parallelogram arrangement j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n2. The asymptotic lower
bound is (n1 − 1) +

∑n1
i=1ti + (n2 − 1) +

∑n2
i=1pi.

Proof. For all parallelogram arrangement patterns, all I/O ports
are fully occupied and it is possible that ti = tj or ti ̸= tj. If some
ti ̸= tj, some time intervals in parallelogram patterns i and j can be
overlapped as long as they do not have any I/O port conflict. But if
ti = tj, parallelogram i is placedbefore parallelogram jor vice versa.
Thus, the asymptotic lower bound of this case occurs when each
parallelogram pattern is placed in sequential time order and one
latency time unit is added between two consecutive patterns. In
case of triangular arrangement, the same argument can be applied.
Thus, the asymptotic lower bound is (n1 −1)+

∑n1
i=1ti + (n2 −1)+∑n2

i=1pi. □

5. Proposed algorithm

The proposedMulti-ports Constraint and Shape-based scheduling
(MCS) algorithm adopts these theoretical concepts to schedule a
task graph in order to obtain either triangular or parallelogram
arrangement pattern which can produce the shortest makespan
and delay. The main process of the algorithm will be explained in
the sections that follow.

Algorithm 1 Main Process for Multi-port constraint and shape-
based scheduling
1: Input: (1) Task graph G = (W , E). (2) Set of scheduled tasks

H = ∅.
2: Output: The scheduled tasks G.
3: Construct the task list wai ∈ Wa by Top-level and Bottom-level

methods.
4: Construct the task list wbi ∈ Wb by Computation-top-level and

Computation-bottom-level methods.
5: Construct the task listwci ∈ Wc by I/O-top-level and I/O-bottom-level

methods.
6: for each number of port portnum ; 2 ≤ portnum ≤ portmax do
7: for each task wai ∈ Wa do
8: Use Algorithm 2 to estimate swai

, ewai
.

9: Set Ta = max
wai∈Wa; 1≤i≤|Wa|

(ewai
).

10: end for
11: for each task wbi ∈ Wb do
12: Use Algorithm 2 to estimate swbi

, ewbi
.

13: Set Tb = max
wbi∈Wb; 1≤i≤|Wb|

(ewbi
).

14: end for
15: for each task wci ∈ Wc do
16: Use Algorithm 2 to estimate swci

, ewci
.

17: Set Tc = max
wci∈Wc ; 1≤i≤|Wc |

(ewci
).

18: end for
19: Let Wδ be the selected list of tasks wδi corresponding to

min{Ta, Tb, Tc}.
20: Find the critical path.
21: Use Algorithm 3 to compute the exact swδi

and ewδi
of all wδi

starting from the critical path.
22: Use Algorithm 4 to schedule the independent tasks involving the

critical path.
23: Use Algorithm 2 to schedule the remaining tasks wδi .
24: end for

5.1. Overview of MCS algorithm

The shortest makespan made up from either single, composite,
or both having the longest time interval is called a critical path
(CP). There may be many CPs of equal length containing different
numbers of task dependence. Finding the CP having the minimum
number of dependent tasks is firstly considered by the proposed
algorithm.

Algorithm 1 is the main coordinating process aided by addi-
tional three sub-algorithms describing the following steps:

1. Find the best task priority list which generates the schedule
having minimum makespan and delay from three different
methods described in Section 5.2. The schedule of each task
is computed by Algorithm 2.

2. Determine the CPs, Algorithm 3 recursively schedules all
transitive data-dependent tasks. Algorithm 4 arranges all
data-independent tasks to form the triangular or parallel-
ogram pattern. Scheduling these tasks along the CP is de-
scribed in Section 5.3.

3. Schedule the remaining tasks from step 2 based on the
task priority list obtained from step 1. Use Algorithm 2 to
compute the remaining tasks.

If there are more than one CP, the number of scheduling results
to be produced will depend on the number of CPs and the paths
having minimum schedule results. Each step is elucidated below.

5.2. Finding task priority list

The following task priority assignment methods [40] are em-
ployed to find the best task priority list.
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(a) An example of task graph.

(b) The scheduling result of the se-
lected task list before considering CP
and task arrangement.

(c) The scheduling result after con-
sidering CP and task arrangement.

Fig. 6. An example of task graph and its scheduling result based on 2 ports. (a) task
graph. (b) Scheduling result of the task graph before using CP and task arrangement.
(c) Scheduling result of the task graph after using CP and task arrangement.

1. Top-level and bottom-level method (tl(comp) and bl(comp)).
2. Computation-top-level and computation-bottom-level

method (tl and bl).
3. I/O-top-level and I/O-bottom-level method (tl(io) and bl(io)).

The list produced by each method is used to generate the
scheduling result under multiple I/O port constraint. From each
scheduling result, the one with minimum makespan is accepted
to be the desired task list for further computations of the best
scheduling result in the next step. The detail of how each method
creates a task list is described in Appendix.

In each method, all nodes with their rank values are sorted
to construct a list of nodes in descending order of their bottom
level values, i.e., bl, bl(comp), and bl(io). A tie of bottom level values
is broken by the larger top level values, i.e., tl, tl(comp), and tl(io).
Similarly, the tie of top level values is broken by the time interval
of the task (τwi ).

Consider an example shown in Fig. 6(a). There are three num-
bers described each task wi. The first number denotes L(send)wi

. The
second number denotes dwi , and the last number denotes L(recv)wi

.
These three components create the time interval of the task τwi .
The ranking values of each node using these top and bottom level
methods are shown in Table 3.

The tasks are sorted to create three lists based on the task
priority assignment methods as follows.

1. tl(comp) and bl(comp) method: w7, w1, w2, w6, w9, w8, w3, w5,
w10, w4, w11.

2. tl and bl method: w7, w1, w2, w6, w9, w8, w3, w5, w10, w4,
w11.

3. tl(io) and bl(io) method: w7, w1, w2, w6, w9, w8, w3, w5, w10,
w4, w11.

Order of the nodes in the list can be different depending on the
rank values and the time interval. Following the order from left to

Table 3
Top and bottom level values of all tasks in the sample graph shown in Fig. 6(a).

Node τwi tlcomp blcomp tl bl tlio blio
w1 12 0 27 0 29 0 33
w2 11 0 26 0 28 0 32
w3 6 0 21 0 23 0 28
w4 10 0 10 0 10 0 10
w5 10 12 15 13 16 15 18
w6 12 0 24 0 26 0 31
w7 15 0 27 0 29 0 34
w8 9 0 21 0 23 0 28
w9 10 0 22 0 24 0 29
w10 7 15 12 16 13 19 15
w11 5 22 5 24 5 28 5

right in the task list, each task is scheduled based on the constraint
using Algorithm 2. The task list having minimum schedule result
is chosen. Fig. 6(b) shows the result of the selected task list which
yields a makespan of 37.

Algorithm 2 Computing start and end time of a task
1: Input: (1) Task wα to be assigned start and end time. (2) Set of

scheduled tasks H.
2: Output: Start time swα and end time ewα

3: Let wα be the current task to be scheduled and wk ∈ H be the already
scheduled task.

4: To compute start time of wα do the following:
5: if there is no any scheduled wk then
6: Set start time swα to 0.
7: else
8: for each scheduled task wk ∈ H do
9: Case 1: wk is independent of wα .

10: Set preliminary start time of wα by ESTα = swk + L(send)wα
+ 1.

11: Endcase
12: Case 2: wα is dependent on wk.
13: Set preliminary start time of wα by ESTα = ewk + 1.
14: Endcase
15: end for
16: while swα = 0 do
17: if there exists some ports available and the earliest different time

slot to be inserted by a latency of sending wα or L(send)wα
then

18: Start wα by setting swα = ESTα .
19: else
20: Add delay to wα by setting ESTα = ESTα + 1.
21: end if
22: end while
23: To compute end time of wα do the following:
24: Set preliminary end time ofwα by EFTa = swα +L(send)wα

+dwα +L(recv)wα
.

25: while ewα = 0 do
26: if there exists some ports available and the earliest different time

slot to be inserted by a latency of receiving wα or L(recv)wα
then

27: Receive and end wα or set time ewα = EFTα .
28: else
29: Add delay before time to receive wα by EFTα = EFTα + 1.
30: end if
31: end while
32: end if

Algorithm 2 shows how to compute start time swα and end time
ewα of each task wα . According to Definitions 1 and 2, the time
of wα depends on the already scheduled task wk. The tasks wα

and wk can be started simultaneously when these two tasks are
independent. But wα must start after the completion time of wk
whenwα depends onwk. Since the collision among the tasks being
scheduled and the scheduled task can occur, the start and end time
of each task are adjusted to avoid any overlaps under available
ports. For example, in Fig. 6(b), task w2 starts after sending w1 and
w7 from the I/O ports,while taskw5 must start after the completion
of task w3.
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5.3. Scheduling prioritized tasks

To reduce the schedule length from the previous step as shown
in Fig. 6(b), all nodes involving the CP must be considered. After
sorting the tasks into the prioritized list obtained from , Algorithm
3 is employed to find a CP and schedule the tasks along the CP based
on the triangular or parallelogram arrangement pattern. Since the
CP has the longest time interval, reducing the schedule length of
the CP and its dependent nodes will obtain a shorter makespan.
Moreover, the priority assigned to each task can help the algorithm
properly select the sequence of tasks to be scheduled according
to their data dependence, thereby the minimum time interval is
achieved.

Algorithm 3 Computing start and end time of all tasks along CP
1: Input: (1) List of sorted time intervals of tasks wi ∈ W. (2) Set

of critical paths CP. (3) Set of scheduled tasks H.
2: Output: A set of scheduled tasks.
3: Let pj be a critical path in CP.
4: for each path pj ∈ CP do
5: Let Epj be a set of ending time of the path pj and Epj = ∅.
6: for each unscheduled wi ∈ pj do
7: if there exists some wb depending on the current task wi and all

ancestors of wb are temporary scheduled then
8: Case 1: Only one wb exists
9: Compute start time swb and end time ewb using Algorithm 2.

10: Mark state wb as temporary scheduled.
11: if wi has no sibling wx then
12: Compute start time swi and end time ewi using Algorithm 2.

13: Mark wi as temporary scheduled.
14: end if
15: ENDCase
16: Case 2:More than one wb exists
17: if wai has no sibling wx then
18: Compute start time swi and end time ewi using Algorithm 4.

19: Mark wi as temporary scheduled.
20: end if
21: ENDCase
22: else
23: // no ancestor of wi
24: Compute start time swi and end time ewi using Algorithm 2.
25: Mark wi as temporary scheduled.
26: end if
27: end for
28: Let wk ∈ W be unscheduled tasks and wk ̸= wi.
29: for each wk ∈ W do
30: Compute start time swk and end time ewk using Algorithm 2.
31: Mark wk as temporary scheduled.
32: end for
33: Append Epj with {max

wk∈W
(ewk )}.

34: end for
35: Mark all wk ∈ W having min

ewk∈Epj
(ewk ) as already scheduled and append

H with wk.

The triangular andparallelogrampattern arrangements are pro-
cessed by Algorithm 4. All unscheduled independent tasks which
involves with the CP, i.e. w6, w7, w8, w9 in Fig. 6 are assigned the
start and end time. The following possible arrangements are tried.

1. Descending sorted list:w7,w6,w9,w8 yields schedule length
of 21.

2. First re-indexing list: w7, w9, w6, w8 yields schedule length
of 20.

3. Second re-indexing list: w7, w8, w6, w9 yields schedule
length of 21.

Hence the schedule containing the order of tasksw7,w9,w6,w8
having minimum length is selected, followed by the earliest start
of task w10.

Algorithm 4 Assigning start and end time to independent tasks
1: Input: Set of unscheduled task U = {wk1 , ..., wkm}.
2: Output: Exact start time and end time of all wki ∈ U.
3: Sort all tasks wki ∈ U according to τwki

in descending order and re-
index each wki according to its order.

4: Let T = {wk1 } be the first index in a set of tasks containing only
wk1 ∈ U.

5: Try to achieve the triangular arrangement in Lemma 1 by the follow-
ing:

6: for each unscheduled wki ∈ U; 2 ≤ i ≤ |U| do
7: Use Algorithm 2 to compute swki

and ewki
.

8: if ewki
≤ ewk1

then
9: Append wki to the end of T.

10: else
11: Set T = ∅.
12: Terminate the iteration.
13: end if
14: end for
15: if |T| is equal to |U| then
16: Mark all wki ∈ U as already scheduled.
17: else
18: Try to achieve parallelogram arrangement with minimum ending

time by the following.
19: Let T1 = ∅.
20: Put all unscheduled wki ∈ U into T1 by maintaining the same order.
21: Use Algorithm 2 to compute swki

and ewki
of each wki according to

its order in T1.
22: Set T ′

1 = max(ewki
) where wki ∈ T1 .

23: for each Tj; 3 ≤ j ≤ |T| do
24: Put all elements with their orders in T1 to Tj.
25: Move the jth element to the position of the second element in Tj.
26: Shift the previous second element and the other following ele-

ments rightwards to obtain a new sequence.
27: Use Algorithm 2 to compute swki

and ewki
of each wki ∈ Tj

according to its order in Tj.
28: Set T ′

j = max(ewki
), where wki ∈ Tj.

29: end for
30: Mark all wki ∈ Tj having min(ewki

) where ewki
∈ T ′

j ; 1 ≤ j ≤ |T| as
already scheduled.

31: end if

The steps of scheduling process using Algorithm 3 are shown in
Fig. 7. The figure demonstrates how the nodes in the sample graph
of Fig. 6(a) are gradually scheduledwhen the CP containingw1,w5,
and w11 is considered as the first set. Task w1 is the first starting
task. w5 is the next one but its other parents w2 and w3 must be
completed. These parents are scheduled based on the condition of
the triangular arrangement pattern as stated in Lemma 1. Before
starting w11, all ancestors w7, w9, w6, w8 and w10 are scheduled
respectively according to the parallelogram pattern arrangement
(Lemma 2). Finally, the shorter makespan is obtained at 34 units
time as shown in Fig. 6(c).

In multiple CPs scenario, scheduling the tasks based on one of
the CP can perhaps generate different schedules compared with
scheduling the tasks based on other CPs. Therefore the set of
all tasks are scheduled iteratively depending on the number of
existing CP. The schedule having the minimum makespan and
delay is selected. Consider the example in Fig. 6, there are two CPs
consisting of p1 = {w1, w5, w11} and p2 = {w7, w10, w11}. The
set of nodes relating to p1 is the first set to be scheduled except
w4. After scheduling all nodes based on p1 in the first iteration, all
tasks are repeatedly scheduled based on p2 in the second iteration.
Themakespan of schedule p1 is equal to 34 units time, whereas the
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Fig. 7. The steps of scheduling process using Algorithm 3 for the sample graph shown in Fig. 6(a). The tasks marked by dotted circles represent the tasks scheduled in
succession along the CP.

makespan of schedule p2 is 37 units time. Hence, the schedule p1
having the makespan of 34 units time is chosen.

5.4. Analysis of time complexity

The time complexity of MCS algorithm is analyzed from Algo-
rithm 1 by the following two main processes. Firstly, finding the
best task priority list consists of the ranking value of each task and
estimating start and end time of these tasks without conflicting to
all other scheduled tasks as described in Algorithm 2. Secondly,
scheduling the tasks involving the CP and other independent tasks
as stated in Algorithms 3 and 4.

Let n be the number of tasks. Some tasks are dependent and
others are independent. Consider the following situation. Suppose
there are i independent tasks and n − i dependent tasks. All n
tasks are assigned a ranking value. Each task is estimated the
start and end time with other n − 1 tasks which are equal to n2.
For all independent tasks, only some delay time is added to each
task to avoid I/O port conflict. Thus, the time spent to schedule i
independent tasks is O(i). For each dependent task, the algorithm
recursively traverses the CP and computes the start and end time
of all tasks along the path as described in Cases 1 and 2. The worst
scenario is when all dependent tasks form a binary tree of height
log2(n−i) and every path is the CP. Each path is of length log2(n−i).
It is obvious that the tree of height log2(n − i) has (n − i)/2 leaves
or paths. For each task wk on the path of length log2(n − i), since
the algorithm traverses the CP upwards, the maximum scheduling
time to reschedule all ancestor tasks of wk is at most equal to the
number of tasks in the upper level starting from wk which is equal
to 2log2(n−i)−1. So the time T (i) for each path is computed as follows.

T (i) = i + i2 +
n − i
2

2log2(n−i)−1
+ i. (1)

The value of i varies from 1 to n − 1. Thus, the average time
complexity T (n) of finding the task priority list and scheduling all

tasks involving CP and other independent tasks is equal to

T (n) =
1
n

n−1∑
i=1

(
i + i2 +

n − i
2

2log2(n−i)−1
+ i

)
(2)

=
1
n

n−1∑
i=1

i +
1
n

n−1∑
i=1

i2 +
1
n

n−1∑
i=1

n − i
2

2log2(n−i)−1 (3)

+
1
n

n−1∑
i=1

i (4)

≤ O(n) + O(n2) + O(n2log2n) + O(n) (5)

= O(n) + O(n2) + O(n2) + O(n) (6)

= O(n2). (7)

Therefore, the total time complexity of scheduling all tasks
under multi-port condition as described in Algorithm 1 is equal
to O(n2).

6. Experimental results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed MCS algorithm,
five comparable algorithmswere implemented and comparedwith
the MCS algorithm, namely, NewNode, HCPT, PETS, PEFT, and HPS.
Since all compared algorithms have no constraint on the upper
bound of the number of I/O ports, the compared algorithms must
be reconsidered to obtain the fair comparison results. Moreover,
the evaluation is also extended to include the existing GraphX
framework. The following aspects of the experiments are dis-
cussed:

1. Implementation of compared algorithms.
2. Comparison of scheduling performance with GraphX.
3. Real Application and synthesis of various data sets of task

graphs.
4. Metrics for performance evaluation.
5. Result Comparisons.
6. Performance Comparisons.
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Fig. 8. An example of how scheduling steps are transformed into the compared algorithms (NewNode, HCPT, PETS, PEFT, and HPS) so as to obtain a fair comparison. Step 1
is the sequence of scheduled tasks by one of the compared algorithms. Step 2 shows how the scheduled tasks and their results are sent and received via I/O ports when no
constraint on number of I/O ports is imposed. Step 3 shows the latency time delay added to the result of step 2 when the constraint is imposed.

Experimental consideration details are described by their rele-
vance of each aspect.

6.1. Implementation of compared algorithms

Since all compared algorithms were not designed to accommo-
date sending or receiving a task under the limited I/O ports, the
ordering of tasks to avoid I/O port conflict was not emphasized.
Parallel independent tasks could be randomly scheduled at the
same timewhich could not be done if the number of tasks exceeded
the available number of ports. This implies that no latency time is
added to two consecutive tasks by those compared algorithms to
avoid any collision. To obtain a fair comparison treatment of each
algorithm, all original steps in the algorithm will not be changed.
After obtaining the task priority assignment and schedule, some
latency time delay is added to each task if there exists some
conflicts of task sending and receiving at the I/O ports.

Fig. 8 shows how the procedures of adding latency delay are
included in the implementation of a compared algorithm. Step 1 in
the figure is the sequence of scheduled tasks. If no constraint on the
number of I/O ports is considered, the minimummakespan can be
achieved as shown in Step 2 of the figure. Note that tasks w1, w6,
andw7 as well as their results can be sent and received at the same
time in the same port without any added latency time delay. But
if the constraint on the number of I/O ports (P (phys)

= 2) and I/O
port conflict are imposed, some latency time delay must be added,
resulting in the schedule as shown in Step 3 of the figure.

6.2. Comparison of scheduling performance with GraphX

Since GraphX is a large scale distributed graph-parallel frame-
work, it permits input DAG to be divided into sub-graphs according
to the underlying data dependent structure. These sub-graphs in
turn can be processed on available cluster of computers.

To implement data graphs on the imposing limited number of
I/O ports, we tried to accommodate GraphX by randomly schedul-
ing any parallel tasks to the processors. An example in was used to
serve the purpose. There are three levels of tasks to be respectively
scheduled which are w1, w6, w7, w2, w3, w4, and w5. Since the
sample problem is confined to two I/O ports, the independent tasks
w1 and w6 are first to simultaneously sent and received through
the ports. After w1 and w6 are finished, w2 and w3, w4 and w7 are
the next succession, and finally w5 is processed. The makespan so
obtained is equal to 51.

On the other hand, the proposed method schedules the tasks
in the graph based on the I/O port constraint to achieve the opti-
mized scheduling pattern, i.e., parallelogram or triangular pattern.
All parallel nodes are rearranged to obtain the shortest schedule
length, avoiding the unpredictable random scheduling. Thus, the
makespan is reduced to 49.

6.3. Real application and synthesis of various data sets of task graphs

The principal criteria for experimental setup were to obtain
arbitrary input task graphs which covered all possible charac-
teristics used in the task scheduling scenarios. All applications
and corresponding synthesized task graphs were implemented for
performance evaluation. The graphs consisting of independent and
dependent tasks were created for specific structures that effected
the scheduling result and all possible structural graphs.

Four data sets consisted of real applications in web service, real
applications of task graph designed for researches, specific graph
structures containing multiple CPs, and a number of independent
tasks having the common childwhich effected the schedule length.
A number of feasible structural graphs were deployed to evaluate
as many task scheduling scenarios as possible.

The tasks in the graph varied by the following properties: (1)
individual task execution time, (2) task latency of sending and
receiving, and (3) task dependency which was obtained by the
graph structure of eachdata set. The execution time and the latency
of sending and receiving were randomly generated in the range of
[1..99] and [1..4] using standard uniformdistribution, respectively.
All data sets, graph properties, and criteria are summarized in
Table 4 which are described in detail below.
The first data set: The first data set, i.e., Web Service Challenge
(WSC) was chosen to represent task graphs of real applications
used in web service and cloud computing scenarios. It consisted
of 20 composite task sets selected from the Web Service Challenge
(WSC) 2008–2009 [69], [70]. This challenge provided the web ser-
vice repositories for implementation in web service composition
area [71] and contained the composition results whichwere previ-
ously evaluated for correctness, completeness, and efficiency. We
selected the results expressed in Web Service Business Process
Execution Language (WS-BPEL) format from the best competition
solution which had high qualitative and quantitative scores. The
work flow of composite web service was specified by WS-BPEL
programming-language [72,73]. BPEL was used to define the inter-
actions betweenweb services and their processes as a graph-based
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Table 4
Data sets and their graph properties.

Data set name No. of graphs Graph structure Task information No. of nodes No. of schedules Graph selection criteria
WSC 20 Original Random 15–420 361 Real application in web service
STG 10 Original Original 50 119 Real application in researches
Specific graphs 8 WSC Random 10–20 51 Multiple CPs and independent tasks
Feasible structural graphs 40 WSC + STG Random 13–30 224 All possible structures

(a) Web Service
Challenge (WSC) task
graphs.

(b) Standard Task
Graphs (STG).

(c) Specific task graphs.

(d) Feasible structural graphs.

Fig. 9. Examples of the task graph in four data sets consisting of (a) Web Service Challenge (WSC) Task Graphs, (b) Standard Task Graphs (STG), (c) Specific Task Graphs. (d)
Feasible Structural Graphs with one-level dependency and multi-Level dependency.

representation. Based on BPEL activities, we deployed two basic
control structures: sequence and flow. Sequence structure con-
trolled the execution of web services by following the sequence.
In the flow or split, parallel services were allowed to execute
simultaneously. Accordingly, the 20 composite web service graphs
in this data setwere arranged based on these BPEL basic structures.
These graphs contained 15 to 420 service nodes having different
graph structures. Fig. 9(a) shows an example of theWSC task graph
structure.
The second data set: The second data set, i.e., Standard Task
Graph (STG) [74] was selected to represent real applications of
standard task graph designed for scientific researches. It provided
several task graphs for researchers to evaluate their algorithms in
task scheduling area. These task graphs were modeled from actual
application programs and randomly generated. In the experiment,
10 task graphs were chosen from the STG data set. The selected
graphs were distinguished by the following aspects.

Each graph in the data set contained 50 tasks. Shapes of the
graph constructed from the precedent constraints were based on
the aforementioned methods which considered the performance
of multiprocessors under different task loads. The shapes varied
depending on edge connection probability, the average ratio of the
number of predecessors and the tasks, and the number of parallel
tasks in each graph level. The processing time of each task was
a number from 1 to 10 unit time generated by several random
methods such as uniform, exponential, and normal distributions.
The sample task graph of the STG is shown in Fig. 9(b).

The third data set: The third data set, i.e., Specific Tasks Graphs
were created according to the important situation that multiple
CPs and the greater number of parallel nodes could impact the
schedule output. Since each path length was calculated by the
sum of the execution time, port latency, and the number of nodes
connecting all tasks along this path. These nodes required the
exact processing time so that the longest path could be built. For
test simplification, the data set contained eight graphs having the
number of graph nodes from 10 to 20. These eight graphswere dis-
tinguished by the following characteristics. Firstly, the graph had
a few independently multiple CPs. Secondly, the graph consisted
of one CP and a slightly shorter path. Thirdly, there were numbers
of parallel tasks with a common child. Lastly, the graph contained
both independent and dependent tasks. As shown in Fig. 9(c), the
task graph contains 2 critical paths, namely, path a and path b.
The fourth data set: The fourth data set, i.e., Feasible Structural
Graphs were created to evaluate the algorithm performance de-
ployed for all possible task graph scheduling scenarios. Hence the
data set contained a collection of all generated task graphs covering
all characteristics of different structural DAG extracted from the
graph patterns of the WSC and STG data sets. We classified DAG
into two main graph structures defined as one-level node depen-
dency and multi-level node dependency. Each of these structures
was categorized by four types based on the number of entry and
exit nodes to be explained later. A single graph contained 13 to 30
tasks using random processing time.
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Table 5
Performance results of makespan and delay of all compared algorithms using two to six ports.

A node in any level could arbitrarily communicate with one
another not only in the adjacent level but other levels as well.
For a given DAG being traversed from top-down, the lowest level
contained entry nodes and the highest level contained exit nodes.
A graph is defined as one-level node dependency if a node at level
i could only connect to its predecessor nodes at level i − 1. On the
other hand, a multi-level node dependency graph could contain a
node at level i which depended on other nodes in all lower levels,
i.e., the level i − 1 to the lowest level. There are four types in each
main structure comprising one of the following patterns: (1) one
entry node and one exit node, (2) one entry node and multiple exit
nodes, (3) multiple entry nodes and one exit node, and (4) multiple
entry nodes and multiple exit nodes. The total number of graphs in
this data setwas 40. Samples of feasible graph structures are shown
in Fig. 9(d).

6.4. Metrics for performance evaluation

Based on the above multiple I/O port constraint, the input task
schedule graph is done at the client ports having 2 to n ports, where
n is the maximal number of ports represented by the given graph.
For the number of I/O ports in each trail, the following performance
measures are evaluated:

1. Makespan: The objective of a scheduling algorithm is to
minimize the schedule length or makespan. Makespan
refers to the total completion time of all given tasks in
the scheduled graph. Among all compared algorithms in
the experiment, the one which can produce the shortest
makespan is considered the best result.

2. Delay: Due to the bottleneck of scheduling some tasks at the
I/O port, other ready tasks must wait for a while until the
ports are available. A number of delays are added to those
tasks to prevent communication congestion. Although a task
should have the least delay or waiting time to be further
processed, the delay would be included in the task time
to yield a shorter makespan. Consequently, the schedule
containing large delays but having shorter makespan are
accepted as the best results. There are two cases for adding
and counting the number of delays in the schedule.

(a) Adding delays before sending of a task:A task should
be initiated for sending from the port as soon as
it is ready or its latest parent has been completed.
Nonetheless, if the port cannot start sending the task,
the delay begin counting until the port is notified
ready.

(b) Adding delays before receiving of a task: After task
execution has been finished and returned, if the ports
are occupied by other services, they cannot receive the
returned result. Hence, delay count will start until the
port is available.

3. Makespan with less delay: For each schedule, the shortest
makespan obtained by an algorithm is determined as the
best result. However, it is possible that there will be more
than one shortest makespan. Hence, the final decision for
the best schedule should be the shortest makespan with the
least delay.

4. Scheduling length ratio: To evaluate a schedule of a single
DAG is to use a metric that compares DAGs having differ-
ent properties. It is necessary to normalize the makespan
obtained by an algorithm to a lower bound which is called
the Schedule Length Ratio (SLR). The SLR produced by an
algorithm is defined as

SLR =
makespan

CP
. (8)

The critical path length represents the optimal value of
makespan which is the summation of all task computation
costs along the CP. The SLR of a graph cannot be less than 1
since the CP length is the lower bound of the graph schedule
result. The result having the lowest SLR of a schedule ismea-
sured as the best performance, whereas the result having
SLR value of 1 can achieve the optimal makespan. In the
experiment, the makespan of each schedule is based on two
I/O ports which are the common limitation of the multiple
I/O port constraint.

5. Port use: Scheduling a single input graph can produce n−1
schedules in which n − 1 results of makespan and delays
are obtained. In this paper, the least number of utilized ports
indicates the least communication and processing costs. The
result of scheduling a given graphwhich contains minimum
makespan and delay while using the least number of ports
yields the best performance. There are two cases of port
utilization evaluation to be considered as follows.

(a) Optimal port use: The number of utilized ports which
the optimal result can be obtained. The optimal result
is achieved by minimum makespan with zero delay.
Note that it is guaranteed that the result is optimum
since the number of ports increases until no delay
remains.

(b) Minimumport use: The number of ports used by each
algorithm to obtain the minimum makespan with the
fewest delays.

Any compared algorithms and the proposed MCS algo-
rithm that can accomplish the least number of ports used in
both cases is considered better than others.

6.5. Result comparisons

An efficient scheduling method needs to concern the workload
at the client which depends on computations of processing time
and latency of sending and receiving of each task, dependency of
tasks, and the number of ports. The better workload of sending and
receiving tasks at the client means better scheduling performance
result.

To simplify the performance evaluation in terms of makespan,
delay, and port use, the given graph in Fig. 6(a) is used as an
example to evaluate the performance of every compared algorithm
and is summarized in Table 5.

For example, the proposed MCS algorithm has the shortest
makespan and the least delay with two ports as emphasized at
row 2 in the table, surpassing all compared algorithms; reaches the
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Table 6
Comparisons of all 20 web service graphs consisting of 361 schedules using WSC data set. (a) Makespan and delay, (b) Number of ports used.

(a) Quality (Better, Equal, Worse) of makespan with less delay comparisons by the proposed MCS and other algorithms (361 Schedules).

Measuring metrices Quality NewNode HCPT PETS PEFT HPS
No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules %

Makespan & less delay
Better 229 63.43 233 64.54 224 62.05 268 74.24 245 67.87
Equal 124 34.35 39 10.80 38 10.53 48 13.30 44 12.19
Worse 8 2.22 89 24.65 99 27.42 45 12.47 72 19.94

(b) Quality (Better, Equal, Worse) of optimal and minimum port use comparisons by the proposed MCS and other algorithms (20 graphs).

Measuring metrices Quality NewNode HCPT PETS PEFT HPS
No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs %

Optimal port use
Better 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Equal 20 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 20 100
Worse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Minimum port use
Better 2 10 2 10 2 10 2 10 2 10
Equal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Worse 18 90 18 90 18 90 18 90 18 90

Table 7
Comparisons of all 10 task graphs consisting of 119 schedules using STG data set. (a) Makespan and delay, (b) Number of ports used.

(a) Quality (Better, Equal, Worse) of makespan with less delay comparisons by the proposed MCS and other algorithms (119 schedules).

Measuring metrices Quality NewNode HCPT PETS PEFT HPS
No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules %

Makespan & less delay
Better 68 57.14 78 65.55 79 66.39 72 60.50 80 67.23
Equal 45 37.82 33 27.73 33 27.73 39 32.77 28 23.53
Worse 6 5.04 8 6.72 7 5.88 8 6.72 11 9.24

(b) Quality (Better, Equal, Worse) of optimal and minimum port use comparisons by the proposed MCS and other algorithms (10 graphs).

Measuring metrices Quality NewNode HCPT PETS PEFT HPS
No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs %

Optimal port use
Better 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Equal 10 100 9 90 10 100 10 100 9 90
Worse 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 0 1 10

Minimum port use
Better 10 100 10 100 10 100 7 70 10 100
Equal 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0
Worse 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 20 0 0

Table 8
Comparisons of all eight task graphs consisting of 51 schedules using specific structure graph data set. (a) Makespan and delay, (b) Number of ports used.

(a) Quality (Better, Equal, Worse) of makespan with less delay comparisons by the proposed MCS and other algorithms (51 schedules).

Measuring metrices Quality NewNode HCPT PETS PEFT HPS
No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules %

Makespan & less delay
Better 8 15.69 8 15.69 20 39.22 11 21.57 16 31.37
Equal 43 84.31 42 82.35 31 60.78 39 76.47 35 68.63
Worse 0 0.00 1 1.96 0 0.00 1 1.96 0 0.00

(b) Quality (Better, Equal, Worse) of optimal and minimum port use comparisons by the proposed MCS and other algorithms (eight graphs).

Measuring metrices Quality NewNode HCPT PETS PEFT HPS
No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs %

Optimal port use
Better 0 0 1 12.5 2 25 1 12.5 2 25
Equal 8 100 7 87.5 6 75 7 87.5 6 75
Worse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Minimum port use
Better 2 25 1 12.5 7 87.5 4 50 7 87.5
Equal 6 75 4 50 1 12.5 4 50 1 12.5
Worse 0 0 3 37.5 0 0 0 0 0 0

optimal makespan with four ports and yields optimal makespan
and delaywith 5 ports, just as NewNode, PETS, andHPS algorithms.
The optimal results of makespan and delay with particular ports
are denoted by shaded cells in the table.

6.6. Performance comparisons

The four data sets represent different graph characteristics. The
experiments compared the performance of makespan, delay, and
port use of the proposed MCS algorithm that yielded better, equal,
or worse than the other compared algorithms.

6.6.1. Comparison with WSC data set
There are 20 task graphs which comprise 361 output schedules.

The comparisons of makespan with less delay are depicted in
Table 6(a), while the number of ports used in each correspond-
ing graph is shown in Table 6(b). The proposed MCS algorithm
shows significantly much better results among other compared
algorithms in the measurement of makespan with less delay. It
outperforms PETS by at least 62.05%. Performance ranking is PETS,
HCPT, HPS, NewNode, and PEFT, respectively. Note that the added
delay can probably be consolidated to produce a shortermakespan.
The schedule containing shorter makespan with greater delay
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could be accepted as a better solution than a longermakespanwith
less delay. If there exists equal makespan comparisons, the one
having less delay is a better result.

6.6.2. Comparison with STG data set
The standard task graph data set (STG) contains 10 selected

graphs which produce 119 scheduled results with respect to the
port constraint. Generally speaking, the proposed MCS algorithm
outperforms other algorithms in makespan with less delay. NewN-
ode is the closest comparable algorithm. The proposed MCS has
better performance of 57.14%. The results of makespan with less
delay ranked from the largest to the smallest for all compared
algorithms are NewNode, PEFT, HCPT, PETS, and HPS.

Table 7(a) shows the quality of performance results. The min-
imum makespan with less delay of MCS algorithm can mostly be
attained by using less number of ports than other algorithms, with
the exception of a few more ports used when comparing with
PEFT. The proposed MCS algorithm uses an equal number of ports
for achieving the optimal results except for a few worse cases
compared with HCPT and HPS as shown in Table 7(b).

6.6.3. Comparison with specific structure graph data set
There are 8 graphs which deliver 51 output schedules. Ta-

ble 8(a) shows their performance results. The comparison shows
that the proposed MCS algorithm having less delay makespan are
better than others. NewNode and HCPT have the closest values of
makespan. The ranking isNewNode, HCPT, PEFT, HPS, and PETS. For
port use evaluation (Table 8(b)), the proposed MCS algorithm em-
ploys slightly fewer ports than other compared algorithms except
for the HCPT algorithm that yields less delay.

6.6.4. Comparison with feasible structural graph data set
There are 40 DAGs of various graph characteristics, yielding 224

schedules. The proposed MCS algorithm gives better solution in
the number of shortest makespans with less delay as shown in
Table 9(a). The ranking is HCPT, NewNode, PEFT, PETS, and HPS.
The number of ports used by the proposedMCS algorithm ismostly
equivalent to those of other compared algorithms except for a
few better cases in PETS and HPS. However, the proposed MCS
algorithm occupies less number of ports than other algorithms to
obtain the shortest makespanwith less delay. Table 9(b) shows the
number of port use.

6.6.5. Comparison of number of minimum makespan and delay
Based on all four data sets described above, the proposed MCS

algorithm outperforms other algorithms in terms of makespan,
delay, and port use to obtain the optimal solution. Fig. 10 shows the
number of minimum makespans and delays of every comparative
algorithm in WSC, STG, Specific Structure Graphs, Feasible Struc-
tural Graphs data sets, respectively. Statistics on the number of
minimummakespan and delays achieved by every algorithm from
each graph set revealed that the proposed MCS algorithm could
achieve the greatest number of minimum makespan in most data
sets. However, only the delay case as mentioned earlier in theWSC
set showed less number of delays. Themost competitive algorithm
which could attain the second best number ofminimummakespan
was NewNode. In the WSC data set as an example, the proposed
MCS can achieve 385 schedules having the minimum makespan
which outperforms significantly the secondplaceNewNodehaving
the minimummakespan of 173 schedules.

(a) Comparison of minimummakespan.

(b) Comparison of minimum delay.

Fig. 10. The comparisons of minimum makespan and delay obtained from each
data set with different algorithm. (a) Comparison of minimum makespan. (b)
Comparison of minimum delay.

6.6.6. Comparison of schedule length result (SLR)
To evaluate the efficiency in terms of makespan, the schedule

length result (SLR) is measured. The value of 1 represents the
optimal makespan that an algorithm can achieve.

Comparison of SLR in all data set is shown in Fig. 11. The
thick line in the charts represents the SLR value produced by the
proposed MCS algorithm which mostly gives the lowest value as
oppose to those of other algorithms. InWSC data set, the proposed
MCS outperforms other algorithms significantly in the SLR. In
Feasible Structural Graph data set, the proposed MCS can mostly
achieve optimal makespan having SLR equal to 1.

7. Discussion

The proposed MCS scheduling results based on all four data
sets apparently show better performance than other compared
algorithms, namely, NewNode, HCPT, PETS, PEFT, and HPS. Similar
comparisons performed on GraphX also yield shorter makespan
than that of GraphX. This is attributive by the theoretical schedul-
ing patterns so established. The input of the proposed MCS algo-
rithm can be any arbitrary task graphs which are generated by
both real applications and synthesized standard task graphs. Some
specific graph structures are also considered. For example, a graph
can contain more than one critical path and a varying number of
independent tasks which can effect the schedule length.

TheproposedMCS algorithmexploits the underlying theories to
optimize the scheduling process, while other compared algorithms
do not make such theoretical provisions to handle it. This explains
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Table 9
Comparisons of all 40 task graphs consisting of 224 schedules using feasible structural graph data set. (a) Makespan and delay. (b) Number of ports used.

(a) Quality (Better, Equal, Worse) of makespan with less delay comparisons by the proposed MCS and other algorithms (224 schedules).

Measuring metrices Quality NewNode HCPT PETS PEFT HPS
No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules % No. of schedules %

Makespan & less delay
Better 3 1.34 7 3.13 15 6.70 17 7.59 16 7.14
Equal 221 98.66 217 96.88 209 93.30 207 92.41 208 92.86
Worse 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00

(b) Quality (Better, Equal, Worse) of optimal and minimum port use comparisons by the proposed MCS and other algorithms (40 graphs).

Measuring metrices Quality NewNode HCPT PETS PEFT HPS
No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs % No. of graphs %

Optimal port use
Better 0 0 0 0 1 2.5 0 0 1 2.5
Equal 40 100 40 100 39 97.5 40 100 39 97.5
Worse 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Minimum port use
Better 16 40 14 35 23 57.5 20 50 24 60
Equal 22 55 23 57.5 11 27.5 18 45 10 25
Worse 2 5 3 7.5 6 15 2 5 6 15

(a) Average SLR in WCS data set. (b) Average SLR in STG graphs data set.

(c) Average SLR in Specific graphs data set.

(d) Average SLR in Feasible graphs data set.

Fig. 11. Average SLR comparisons of each data set. (a) WCS data set. (b) STG data set. (c) Specific graph data set. (d) Feasible graph data set.

why the proposed MCS algorithm, with the help of theoretical
analysis, arrives at better solutions than its forerunners that rely

solely on algorithmic manipulations. With the addition of mul-
tiple I/O port constraint, all compared algorithms are unable to
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accommodate this realistic limitation since they are never de-
signed for it in the first place.

8. Conclusion and future work

We addressed the problem of scheduling a task graph and es-
tablished formal definitions and theoretical bounds of the schedul-
ing outcome under bounded multiple client I/O port constraint.
The important facts that the scheduling patterns, i.e., triangular
and parallelogram patterns could be formed to yield the optimal
schedule result were discovered. A set of tasks in a given graph
can be theoretically scheduled to achieve the minimummakespan
and delay with minimum ports. The lower bound of the schedule
is straightforwardly estimated with the help of these patterns.

Realizing these facts, we proposed theMCS algorithm to sched-
ule the input tasks whose execution and dependency were arbi-
trary, yet the performance surpassed other compared algorithms
in all of the above assessment measures, i.e., shorter makespan,
shorter delay, and minimum ports used based on most data
sets. As far as comparative evaluation with existing implemen-
tations was concerned, the MCS algorithm outperformed GraphX
and GraphLab framework. It is envisioned that, with proper
re-arrangement of constraints on client multiple I/O ports to suit
the construct of current technology, the proposed MCS algorithm
could be realized and implemented on some appropriate state-of-
the-practice technologies.

Further improvements on the proposed MCS algorithm should
focus on how to achieve the optimal makespan and delay by using
the fewest number of ports for any arbitrary input graphs, while
reducing the algorithm time complexity. The set of servers which
have diverse processing speed will be simulated to measure the
performance of the proposed method.
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Appendix. Finding task priority list

The following task priority assignment methods [40] are em-
ployed to find the best task priority list.

1. Top-level and bottom-level method.
2. Computation-top-level and computation-bottom-level

method.
3. I/O-top-level and I/O-bottom-level method.

The list produced by each method is used to generate the
scheduling result under multiple I/O port constraint. From each
scheduling result, the one with minimum makespan is accepted
as the desired task list to be further produced the best scheduling
result in the next step. The detail of howeachmethod creates a task
list is as follows. Let pred(wi) be the set of immediate predecessors
of wi and succ(wi) be the set of immediate successors of wi.

A.1. Top-level and bottom-level method

This method computes the longest time interval of any wi
with respect to the immediate predecessors of wi and immediate
successors of wi. Let tl(wi) denote the value of the longest time
interval derived from all immediate predecessors of wi. This value
is computed by the following equation:

tl(wi) = max
wk∈pred(wi)

(τwk + lwk,wi ). (A.1)

If wi has no predecessor, the value of tl(wi) is set to zero.
Similarly, let bl(wi) denote the value of the longest time interval

derived from all immediate successors of wi. This value is com-
puted by the following equation:

bl(wi) = max
wj∈succ(wj)

(τwj + lwi,wj + τwi ). (A.2)

If wi has no successor, the value of bl(wi) is set to τwi .

A.2. Computation-top-level and computation-bottom-level method

This method is similar to the top-level and bottom-level
method, except that no latency time between two dependent tasks
is involved. Let tl(comp)(wi) denote the value of the longest time
interval derived from all immediate predecessors of wi for this
method. This value is computed by the following equation:

tl(comp)(wi) = max
wk∈pred(wi)

(τwk ). (A.3)

If wi has no immediate predecessor, the value of bl(comp)(wi) is set
to zero.

Similarly, let bl(comp)(wi) denote the value of the longest time
interval derived from all immediate successors of wi. This value is
computed by the following equation:

bl(comp)(wi) = max
wj∈succ(wi)

(τwj + τwi ). (A.4)

If wi has no immediate successor, the value of bl(comp)(wi) is set to
τwi .

A.3. I/O-Top-Level and i/o-bottom-level method

This method involves three taskswk,wi, andwl such thatwk →

wl, wk → wi, and wl → wi. Let tl(io)(wi) denote the value of the
longest time interval derived from all immediate predecessors of
wi. This value is computed by the following equation:

tl(io)(wi) = max
wk∈pred(wi)

(τwk + lwk,wi )

+

⎛⎝ ∑
∀wl:wk→wl

lwl,wi

⎞⎠ + lwk,wi .
(A.5)

If wi has no predecessor with the conditions wk → wl, wk → wi,
and wl → wi, tl(io)(wi) is set to zero.

For bottom level, suppose the following conditions occur wi →

wl, wi → wj, and wl → wj. Let bl(io)(wi) denote the value of the
longest time interval derived from all immediate successors of wi.
This value is computed by the following equation:

bl(io)(wi) = max
wj∈succ(wi)

(τwj + lwi,wj )

+

⎛⎝ ∑
∀wl:wi→wl

lwi,l

⎞⎠ + lwi,wj + τwi .
(A.6)

If wi has no successor with the conditions wi → wl, wi → wj, and
wl → wj, bl(io)(wi) is set to τwi .
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